Fabrication of Double-Walled Titania Nanotubes and Their Photocatalytic Activity
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ABSTRACT: Double-walled titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanotubes have been successfully fabricated by electrochemical anodization at low temperature with subsequent annealing. The low temperature allows for suppression of the chemical etching. The as-fabricated and annealed TiO2 nanotubes are typically single-walled for tubes with diameters less than 150 nm. For nanotubes with diameters greater than 150 nm, it was observed that annealing initiated tube splitting of one to two and hence resulted in double-walled nanotubes. Raman spectroscopy analysis showed anatase phase for the nanotubes. Compared to the single-walled TiO2 nanotube, double-walled nanotubes have enlarged surface areas. This makes TiO2 nanotubes with a double-walled structure more effective for catalytic applications. Photocatalytic testing under ultraviolet (UV) radiation proved enhanced photocatalytic activity with a faster degradation rate of the organic chemical with double-walled nanotube film compared to the single-walled sample.
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INTRODUCTION

As a popular photocatalyst, titanium dioxide is widely used in air and water purification,1–3 dye-sensitized solar cells,4–6 and self-cleaning7–9 or other applications due to its sterilizing and photocatalytic properties. Many research scientists are working on improvement of its photoefficiency. One major path is to increase titania’s absorption range in the sunlight range.10–14 Doping is usually used to alter its band gap, hence shift the absorption wavelength from the UV range to visible range.10,11,14 The other way to improve the catalytic property is to increase the surface area, which is one of the easiest methods to enhance its decomposition efficiency.15,16

As mentioned, one of the easiest ways to enhance its photocatalytic activity is to enlarge the surface area. TiO2 nanotube film has demonstrated higher efficiency than the commercial P25 powder under comparable conditions.17 Nanotubular TiO2 film provides a much larger surface area for photoelectrochemical action. Particularly, both the inside and outside walls could be easily accessed by redox couples in the electrolyte and provide higher absorption of light. The most popular method to prepare such tubular structures is electrochemical anodization, which is a competition of oxidation and dissolution.18,19 The morphology of the TiO2 nanotubular films could be simply tailored by controlling the experimental factors such as anodization voltage, duration, and electrolyte composition.20,21 Considering all these properties, titanium dioxide nanotubular structures are worthy to study in photocatalytic applications.

Double-walled nanotubes could further enlarge the specific surface area. However, in the case of titanium dioxide, the fabrication needs very high anodization voltages (~120 V, at room temperature).22 Anodization at high voltage introduces an obvious heating effect, which normally induces increased temperature and fast dissolution rate of the material. In this paper, we present the fabrication of double-walled titanium dioxide nanotubes by anodization of titanium in the conventional voltage windows followed by subsequent annealing. The fabricated double-walled TiO2 nanotubes exhibit enhanced photocatalytic properties under both UV and visible irradiations.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Titanium dioxide nanotubes were prepared by an electrochemical anodization. The anodization was processed in a two-electrode cell, where a Pt plate was used as the cathode and pure titanium foil (purity 99.9%, 50 μm thickness) was used as both the anode and working electrodes. The titanium foils were cleaned by ultrasonication in a mixture of isopropyl alcohol and acetone, followed by a thorough rinse with DI water and dried with a N2 gas gun. Titanium foil was anodized in a 0.3% NH4F (Sigma Aldrich) solution in ethylene glycol (EG, 99%, Sigma Aldrich) with 2 vol. % of water at a temperature of 0 ± 3 °C. The anodization voltage was linearly increased from zero to a maximum in the range of 60–110 V with the rate of 1 V/s, and then kept constant for a total anodization time of not more than 60 min.
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The experiment was ended when the anodic current was less than 30% of its maximum value. The samples were annealed at 450 and 600 °C for 60 min in air atmosphere (the annealing rate is not necessary). Annealing of the anodic titania films is the necessary operation for the conversion of the single-walled tubular structure to the double-walled one. A single-walled sample with similar length was prepared as comparison. The same electrolyte was used with voltage ranging from 40–60 V at room temperature. The annealing was processed at 450 °C for 1 h in air. All samples were washed with isopropyl alcohol and DI water several times to clean the residual chemicals and then dried with N2 gas.

Photocatalytic properties of TiO2 nanotubes were studied by decomposition of the organic dye, methylene blue (MB), in a black box. Samples cut into 1 cm × 1 cm pieces were put in a sealed clear Petri dish with 60 mL of a MB solution of 8 × 10−4 g/mL. Samples and solutions were placed in the black box under both UV (Philips T5 (OSRAM-L823, 8 W × 5 tubes, wavelength 425–475 nm) irradiation. The distance between the light and sample is fixed at 35 cm. Samples solutions of 5 mL were taken out at time intervals of 0, 6, 24, 30, 48, and 54 h. The final used data was absorbance from the sample solution that was measured with a Shimadzu UV-2450 spectrophotometer. A series of experiments were done without any light irradiation under the same conditions for the dark adsorption. The measured dark adsorptions were reduced from the experiment data for the samples’ photocatalytic activities.

SEM (JSM-5910, Jeol) and TEM (TEM2010, Jeol) were used to examine the structures of TiO2 nanotubes. The preparation of the specimens for the TiO2 nanotube was done by scratching the sample surface, dissolving the nanotubes into acetone under ultrasonication, and doping the solution to copper grids. EDX attached to conventional SEM was used for elemental analysis. Raman spectroscope (Alpha 300R, Witec) was used for material phase examination.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the SEM images of titanium dioxide nanotube structures fabricated at room temperature (a,c) and a low temperature of 0 ± 3 °C (b). The fabricated tubes are highly packed with almost no interspace and have an alumina-like porous structure. It can be noticed that the opening pore size is much larger for the tubes fabricated at room temperature. The inner pore diameter is half (75 nm/150 nm) of the outer diameter for room-temperature fabrication. This number is reduced to less than a quarter (60 nm/250 nm) as the electrolyte temperature dropped to 0 °C. The rough calculated porosity decreased from over 20% to lower than 5%. This suggests that besides anodization voltage, electrolyte, and experimental time, electrolyte temperature is an important factor to determine the peculiarities of TiO2 nanotube formation by anodization.24,25 If fabricated under the same voltage, nanotubes produced at lower temperature have smaller pore size and larger wall thickness. This suggests a lower dissolution rate under lower temperature. We could predict that lower temperature allows a higher limit of anodic voltage because of the reduced etching rate.

A batch of anodic titania nanotubes were fabricated. The as-formed tubes are typically single-walled and remain mostly single-walled after annealing. The double-walled structures only happened to nanotubes with outer diameters ranging from 100 to 250 nm with porosity smaller than 10%. Doubling of the tubes is always observed for tubes with diameters larger than 150 nm, while in the range of 100 to 150 nm, this effect is registered only in parts of the samples. Figure 1(d) shows SEM images of the tubular film fabricated by anodization at low temperature after its subsequent annealing. It can be noticed that the anodization formed tubes that are single-walled with diameters of over 200 nm (Figure 1(b)), very thick walls, and very small pore sizes in the middle. In this case, the porosity is usually less than a few percentages. Double-walled structures are evident upon annealing at 450 °C (Figure 1(d)).

Figure 2 illuminates the formation of supposed double-walled structures. The as-formed TiO2 nanotubes are single-walled. Furthermore, from EDX analysis, impurities such as carbon (∼10 atom %) and fluoride (∼6 atom %) were found to be incorporated into the tubes. Because the impurities are built in
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**Figure 1.** SEM images of TiO2 nanotubes fabricated at room temperature (a,c) and 0 ± 3 °C before (b) and after (d) annealing.

**Figure 2.** Schematic diagram of formation of double-walled tubular TiO2: (a) as-fabricated single-walled nanotube and (b) double-walled structure upon annealing.
from the electrolyte, the elemental concentration is higher at the tube–electrolyte interface. It is also proven that impurities in tubes are normally highest at the tube surface and lowest along the border.\textsuperscript{22} The concentration of impurities is shown by a gradient fill in Figure 2(a), where the darker area means higher contents. Upon annealing, large portion of impurities were released and the percentage decreased obviously. Carbon dropped to 3.29\%, and fluoride dropped at a similar ratio. As a result, the volume of each tube was decreased, and mechanical strains rose on the radial direction (Figure 2(a)). Because the impurities content is higher along the inner tube surface, the decrease in volume existed more on these areas. The outer borders of tubes are tightly bounded, and the inner tube surfaces are also mechanically stable because of the round ship. Therefore, the mechanical strains on radial direction could only be released from the middle and split the thick wall into two. Thus, the concentrically arranged inner tube and outer tube were formed, which presented us the double-walled nanotube structures.

Figure 3(a) shows an example of the double-walled TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotube structures prepared at 75 V with comparison to a single-walled structure in the inset. A clear inner wall and outer wall can be noticed. The outer tube diameter is around 150–200 nm. Duplicate samples were prepared and annealed at two different temperatures: 450 and 600 °C respectively. Figure 3(b–e) presents the TEM images of both samples. Because the forming mechanism of nanotubes was chemical etching and anatase was transformed with annealing, the fabricated anatase TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotubes were polycrystalline. The final double-walled structure was formed mainly by mechanical strain during the heating process, so there was no significant gap between the inner shell and outer shell noticed from low-resolution TEM images. However, we still can notice a big difference for double-walled TiO\textsubscript{2} NT annealed at 450 and 600 °C. Double-walled NT annealed at 450 °C has relatively smoother walls, which suggests the polycrystalline grains were closely packed with no obvious gap. On the other hand, the nanotube annealed at 600 °C had rough walls with cracks, which could be induced by mechanical strains at higher temperature. We could deduce from the wall roughness that the double-walled TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotube annealed at higher temperature has higher surface area and hence should provide higher decomposition efficiency in water purification. The specific surface area of double-walled TiO\textsubscript{2} was 100–400 cm\textsuperscript{2}/cm\textsuperscript{3}, while the same parameters for single-walled TiO\textsubscript{2} was 20–40 cm\textsuperscript{2}/cm\textsuperscript{3} according to BET analysis.

The Raman and EDX results are presented in Figure 4. Both samples annealed at 450 and 600 °C showed anatase Raman peaks at 144, 399, 516, and 640 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{26} Nanotubes annealed at 600 °C obviously have higher peak intensity than that annealed at 450 °C under the same Raman laser power. This indicated that there was higher crystallinity of the anatase phase in the double-walled sample annealed at 600 °C compared to that at 450 °C. Besides, it is also possible that small portions of titanium dioxide have not transferred to anatase under 450 °C annealing. Furthermore, the carbon impurities embedded in nanotubes could be observed from Raman spectrum. As mentioned earlier, carbon was reduced almost half after annealing at 450 °C. Here, carbon peaks at 1360 and 1560 cm\textsuperscript{-1} could be observed clearly in the zoomed spectrum especially for the sample annealed at 450 °C. The peak intensity of carbon significantly decreased for the nanotube annealed at 600 °C, which advised of further release of carbon for higher temperature annealing. This reduction on impurities was further confirmed from EDX analysis (table in Figure 3). The atomic percentage of carbon was further reduced by more than 1%.

Figure 5(a) illustrates the decomposition kinetics of MB for the double-walled TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotube samples under UV irradiation. A single-walled TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotube fabricated was also tested together for comparison. Data from the MB solution without any photocatalyst were also shown for reference. For easier description, the double-walled TiO\textsubscript{2} nanotubes annealed at 450 and 600 °C are named double-walled 450 NT and double-walled 600 NT, respectively. Under UV irradiation, the decomposition efficiency of the double-walled 450 NT was 28.2% after 54 h, which was a significant improvement compared to the control solution (almost no degradation under UV). The efficiency increased over 1.5 times to 45.8% for the double-walled 600 NT. The main reason for this increase could be the expansion of surface area due to the cracked tube walls discussed earlier. However, both double-walled nanotubes...
have higher efficiency compared to the single-walled sample with the same area whose degradation rate was only 24.1%.

The samples were taken out from the MB solution after the second usage and left in air for several days before the photocatalytic test under visible irradiation. These few days were meant for the MB residues from the previous experiment to degrade. The decomposition kinetics are shown in Figure 5(b). The degraded efficiency was 43.3% for the control solution, 46.4% for the single-walled NT, 51.0% for the double-walled 450 NT, and 59.5% for the double-walled 600 NT. The efficiency was increased as much as 40%, which is almost double compared to the improvement from the single-walled NTs. The enrichment in rapid decomposition with nanostructured TiO2 upon exposure to the visible range could be brought by the impurities embedded from the electrolyte. It is known that carbon reduces the bandgap of TiO2 to 2.7−2.8 eV by forming sublevels within.28 The applied visible light had a minimum wavelength of 425 nm, which required a bandgap of 2.9 eV for absorption. This number is reasonable because it lies in between the carbon-incorporated TiO2 (2.7−2.8 eV) and pure TiO2 material (3.1−3.2 eV). Besides impurity atoms (carbon), this significant enrichment could also be contributed from the rich oxygen. We can see from the EDX analysis in Figure 4 that the percentage of oxygen is 3.5 times that of the titanium content. While in TiO2, the ratio should be two. The excess oxygen could come from the excellent adsorption property of double-walled structures compared to the single-walled ones. The increase in the titania sample area resulted in enhancement of MB decomposition under both UV and visible irradiation. It also confirms the key role of titania in the photocatalytic process.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Double-walled titanium dioxide nanotubes have been successfully fabricated by electrochemical anodization at 0 ± 3 °C, followed by subsequent annealing. The double-walled structures have demonstrated an enhanced photocatalytic activity on water purification. The decomposition efficiency of MB for the double-walled structure is twice of that of the single-walled nanotubes under UV irradiation. The efficiency also improved by 40% under white light. The enhancement is mainly due to the enlarged specific surface area. In addition, the carbon impurities incorporated into TiO2 and the excess oxygen absorption could also contribute to the improvement.
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